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History and Archaeology 
 

UDC УДК 94(476)«1921/1939» 

Hetsevich A.K. TRANSPORT AND COMMUNICATION ROUTES IN WESTERN BELARUS (1921–1939) 

 

Keywords: transport, vehicle, civil aviation, roads, Western Belarus, buses, trains. 

 

The article is devoted to the issues of the development of the transport infrastructure of Western Belarus during the interwar 

period. Together with the issues of railway linking and road infrastructure, the development of water and public transports is 

considered as well as the development of the civil aviation. The reasons that promoted and slowed down the development of the 

transport infrastructure of the region is analyzed. It is shown the general statistics data about the level of the development of the 

transport infrastructure of Western Belarus. The financial issues of different road construction and the way people participated in 

this process are also considered.  

Tables – 2. Bibliography – 13 titles. 

 

 

UDC 947.808.4 

 

Yanushevich I.I. THE CAUSES OF UNSATISFACTORY ORGANIZATION  

OF ANTI-RELIGIOUS PROPAGANDA IN THE BELORUSSIAN SSR (1935–1941) 

 

Keywords: League of Militant Atheists, Orthodox Church, anti-religious propaganda. 

 

The article analyzes the factors, which are adverse for the organization of anti-religious propaganda work. It was stated that in 

the period under review within the top party leadership there was no single point of view on the issue of the population atheistic 

education. Tough administrative measures against religious organizations and groups of believers were identified in the study as 

the measures causing the greatest citizens’ discontent. Organizational capacity of the Union of Militant Atheists (SRB) and the 

process of bringing the party-state structures anti-religious activities in accordance to objectives of the country socio-economic 

development in terms of socialist society building in one country of the world were characterized. The possibility of the personnel 

policy changing in order to concentrate all atheistic-minded citizens around the SRB were analyzed.  

Bibliography – 23 titles. 

 

 

UDC 94(476+474.5)«1875/1914»:352.07:614.2 

 

Motorova N.S. MEASURES OF MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT  

OF THE BELARUSIAN-LITHUANIAN PROVINCES  

TO PROVIDE THE POPULATION OF OUTPATIENT AND INPATIENT MEDICAL CARE (1875–1914) 

 

Keywords: Belarusian-Lithuanian province, municipal government’s institutions, health care, hospitals, ambulatories. 

 

The purpose of this article is the comprehensive review and estimation the city authorities’ measures aimed at providing the 

population with inpatient and outpatient medical care on the territory of the Belarusian- Lithuanian provinces. During the last 

quarter of the 20th century, the activity of self-government institutions in the health sector was auxiliary. It took the form of 

financial assistance to hospitals of various departments. The municipal health care system began to take shape at the turn of the 

19th20th century. Municipal hospitals and ambulatories were opened in most large cities. In addition, the city authorities of the 

Belarusian-Lithuanian provinces paid significant financial benefits to medical institutions, is not in their direct control. Scientific 

novelty of the article consists of a comprehensive examination of the activities of the municipal government, aimed at the 

development of the health system on the territory of the Belarusian-Lithuanian provinces in 1875–1914. It highlights the problems 

that have not previously been the subject of special study. The findings can be used for more detailed coverage of social history of 

Belarus and Lithuania to the post-reform period.  

Bibliography – 35 titles. 

 

 

 



UDC 271.2«1945/1991» 

 

Korol V.L. STAGES OF PARTICIPATION OF MINSK AND BELARUSIAN DIOCESE  

IN PEACE-MAKING EFFORTS OF RUSSIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH (1945–1991) 

 

Keywords: antiwar movement, “peace theology”, international links, Minsk and Belarusian diocese, peace-making efforts, 

public organizations, patriotic activity, Russian Orthodox Church. 

 

The article is dedicated to peace-making efforts of Minsk and Belarusian diocese during 1945–1991. The main goal of the 

article is in determination of the main stages of the activity and peace-making efforts of Orthodox Church in Belarus in 1949–

1991. For the first time in national historiography, the research attacks the problems of retaining peaceful relations between the 

Government and the Church of that period. It also explains factors influencing peace-keeping efforts on every stage. Factual 

information, results and conclusions of the article can be applied during academic activity, while preparing scientific works, 

schoolbooks and teacher editions on history of relations between the Government and the Church, confessional history of Belarus 

as also while lecturing on National History and Religion Studies.  

Bibliography – 22 titles. 

 

 

 

UDC 94(476):271.2 

 

Goncharov N.N. EFFECT OF ORTHODOX DIOCESAN CENTERS ON THE INTEGRATION OF THE WEST 

RUSSIAN BLACK HUNDRED IN THE REPRESENTATIVE SYSTEM (1905–1912) 

 

Keywords: Russian Orthodox Christian Church, Episcopal house, Church consistory, episcopal patronage, Russian electoral 

committee, “National Russian” Duma, representative system. 

 

The directing (axiological) function of the Russian Orthodox Church had main ideological value for integration of a black 

hundred under the auspices of the diocesan centers in representative system of the Russian Empire of the beginning of the 20th 

century. There are elements of the mechanism of integration of radical monarchists under the directing influence of hierarches of 

church in a representative system: a) Orthodox Christian axiological orientation; b) above-party consolidation; c) election 

campaign; d) Duma activity. It is shown Orthodox diocesan centers in Western Russia: administrative (Episcopal house, Church 

consistory), ideological (editorial Diocesan Gazette), and organizational (Orthodox fraternal congresses). Purpose of orthodox 

monarchic “revolutions on the right” is the creation of the “National Russian” Duma for the monarch unification with the people 

by Orthodox Christian principle of catholicity. Ideal folk peasant monarchy is “his” people’s king. Catholicity (a political form – 

“Russian national administration under the scepter of his monarch”) is the main sacred ideal of Orthodox Russian monarchists.   

Images – 1. Bibliography – 22 titles. 

 

 

 

UDC 94(474/476)ВКЛ 27–789.5(476) 

 

Liavshuk V.E. THE JESUIT COLLEGIUM IN THE SOCIO-CULTURAL URBAN CONTEXT  

ON THE BELARUSIAN LANDS OF THE GRAND DUCHY OF LITHUANIA IN 1569–1773:  

PROBLEMS AND RESULTS OF THE RESEARCH 

 

Keywords: Jesuits, collegium, Society of Jesus, Grand Duchy of Lithuania. 

 

The article covers an aspect of the confessional history of Belarus that is currently much discussed. The introduction defines 

the subject of the research, the Jesuit collegium, which is a typical Jesuit educational and religious institution located within city 

boundaries, as it was found on the Belarusian part of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania in 1569–1773. The main part contains the 

research program, which aims at defining the combination of factors that enable Jesuit collegiums to function with great stability, 

to perform the culture-bearing function in sociocultural surroundings, and which also allow the order to recover quickly in the 

unfavorable conditions of armed conflicts and social upheaval. The article also dwells on methods of working with data sources 

and reports the results of the research, such as, first, defining a set of features determining the formation of the Jesuit collegium 

network on the Belarusian part of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, and accomplishing the periodization, reflecting the evolutional 

stages of the collegium educational model. Second, revealing the principles on which the Jesuit collegium functioned within and 

interacted with the sociocultural context of the city; and third, defining the role and place of such relatively independent 

organizational structures as students’ congregation, musical bursa and pharmacy, supplementing the collegium in this interaction. 

The conclusion is made about the practical importance of the research.   

Bibliography – 12 titles. 

 

 

 

 

 



UDC 94(100)«1914/19»(73) 

 

Parafianovich G.V. AMERICAN MEMORY OF WORLD WAR I 

 

Keywords: USA, World War I, military cemeteries, Doughboy monuments, veterans, memory, Armistice Day. 

 

US participation in World War I and commemoration of war heroes – despite American involvement and role in the victory – 

raised among Americans ambivalent feelings in the early 1920s. Losses suffered and then non-ratification of the Treaty of 

Versailles and the return to isolationism by Republican administrations are closely related to it. Although from the very beginning 

American military cemeteries in Europe were under the governmental care, and with time they were carefully reconstructed, but it 

was mainly veterans, especially the American Legion, women’s associations and the families who cherished the memory of their 

heroes. To commemorate killed Americans – local societies raised monuments and plaques for them, and named public buildings 

after them. The most frequently raised monument was “Spirit of the American Doughboy” by Ernest M. Viquesney, whose over 

300 copies could be found in 39 out of 48 existing at that time states. The names of killed fellow countrymen have been evoked 

during subsequent anniversaries of the war, but “the Great War” has not become a part of the American collective memory.  

Photos – 8. Bibliography – 15 titles. 

 

 

UDC 947.6 

 

Pivovarchik S.A., Kaliuta V.V. “RUSSIAN VERDUN”:  

THE OSOVETS FORTRESS DURING WORLD WAR I 

 

Keywords: fortress, fort, field position, artillery battery, siege, assault, gas attack, commandant, Landwehr. 

 

The condition of the Osovets fortress before World War I and the participation of garrison in the fighting are discusses in the 

article. The authors analyze the important documentary sources, compiled by the commandant of the fortress, General N. 

Brzhozovsky. The authors identify three periods of the participation of the garrison in the fighting during the siege (September 

1914, January–March 1915, July–August 1915) and the reasons that contributed to the successful defense: a good defensive 

structure and reliable fortifications; availability of experienced garrison and headquarters; providing the necessary arms, 

ammunition, food and equipment. A small Russian fortress withstood a lasting siege of many enemy forces, which used heavy 

artillery and asphyxiating gases. That fact allowed contemporaries called Osovets “Russian Verdun”.  

Bibliography – 7 titles. 

 

 

UDC 94(728)«1920» 

 

Klimut L.Ya. THE IDEAS AND THE ROLE OF A.S. SANDINO IN POLITICAL STRUGGLE  

IN NICARAGUA IN THE 1920s – EARLY 1930s. 

 

Keywords: Nicaragua, liberals, conservatives, USA, guerilla warfare, millenarianism. 

 

The article considers Sandino’s activity against the background of civil war and struggle for power between liberals and 

conservatives. The focus is on Sandino’s ideas, worldview, and their transformation in the process of struggle. The article will 

show that Sandino’s worldview is characterized by millenarianism. The Nicaraguan liberal leader viewed his opposition to the 

USA forces as an epic struggle between good and evil imagined in racial terms. This text will also discuss the immediate 

circumstances that contributed to the formation of guerilla mentality and specific methods of conducting warfare. In conclusion, 

the political consequences of Sandino’s rebellion are analyzed. The article can be used in preparing lectures on modern history, in 

compiling teaching manuals, and in writing scholarly reports.  

Bibliography – 12 titles. 

 

 

UDC 930.1 

 

Kruczkowski T.T. HISTORY OF POLAND IN THE HISTORICAL CONCEPT OF S.M. SOLOVIEV 
 

Keywords: Russian historical Polish Studies, historical Polish Studies, S.M. Soloviev, Poland, Polish- Lithuanian State, 

Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth, Kievan Russia, Moscow Russia, Russian Empire, Russian- Polish relations. 

 

The history of Poland takes a certain place in the work of the famous Russian historian S.M. Soloviev. The article deals with 

the history of Poland in historiosophical concept of S.M. Soloviev. Historical Polish Studies of researcher is presented in the 

context of his main works, as well as on the background of common positions of Russian historiography. The history of Poland 

was considered a historian in the context of pan- European historical process and in line with the Polish-Russian rivalry and 

struggle for the Western Russian lands. Historical Polish Studies of S.M. Soloviev shows in its fundamental concept of the history 

of Russia, as well as individual works on the history of Poland, history of different periods of Russian history. S.M. Soloviev 

recognized a Polish development on Russia in general the western influence. In the context of the historic role of Poland and 



Polish Studies in the history of Russian S.M. Soloviev’s works have been studied only selectively and special complex 

historiographical research on this topic has not been conducted.  

Bibliography – 115 titles. 

 

 

 

Philosophy 

 

UDC 111.83 

 

Bondarevich I.N. EXPLANATORY POTENTIAL OF ANCIENT PHILOSOPHY  

IN THE WORK OF ARISTOTLE “METAPHYSICS”: WEAK AND STRONG ASPECTS 
 

Keywords: explanatory principle of ancient philosophy, axioms of Whole and Living, dematerialization of thing, 

intellectualization of thing, symbolization, methodology for the synthesis. 

 

Rethinking of explanatory potential of ancient philosophy on the transitional stage of development of western culture and all 

humanity is presented. The author studies such general properties of ancient concepts as dialectics, processuality, hologrammes. 

The author makes the conclusion, that determination of essence of objects, phenomena, processes, its design and symbolization, 

and also methodology of synthesis provide to ancient cognitive process, on one hand, «through-vision of life», and on the other 

hand – determine his narrowness by initial parameters (by intuitions and axioms of Whole and Living). As one of the variations of 

understanding the world, classical ancient philosophy actually determined the emergence of non-classical and post-modern 

paradigm of Western philosophy, axioms that are radically different from the antique.  

Bibliography – 6 titles. 

 

 

UDC 141.319.8 

 

Karpinski V.V. MODERN TRANSHUMANIST PROJECTS AS AN AREA OF ANTHROPOLOGICAL RISK 

 

Keywords: utopia, anthropological foresight projects, transhumanism, posthuman, technoman, converging technologies, 

artificial intelligence, technobioevolution. 

The article discusses the current anthropological trends in the context of technological civilization. Modern technocratism 

creates a new living environment of man, calls into question many of the usual methods of orientation in the world and traditional 

human values, exposes axiological devaluation of the classic image of a man. The essence of the new technological utopias in the 

form of contemporary anthropological foresight projects is developed. Their methodological bases are characterized. At the same 

time it is shown the cultural and civilizational restrictions of realization of anthropological foresight implementation projects, it is 

actualized the problem of possible limits of technologizing man himself. It is accentuated the idea that an absolute limit for 

technologizing human act are existential dimension of his being. It is concluded that modern antropotechnologies surpass all that 

was created by technoscience. Moreover, we can assume that anthropological foresight projects can become quite real practices. 

Pantechnologizm is so powerful that it aggravates the debate on the future of man.  

Bibliography – 17 titles. 

 

 

UDC 101.1:316 

 

Romanov O.A. DIALECTICS OF EVOLUTION AND REVOLUTION IN SOCIAL DYNAMICS:  

GENERAL THEORETICAL MODELS 

 

Keywords: evolution, revolution, social changes, quantity, quality, reforms, social progress. 

The objective of the study is to reveal heuristic and prognostic potential of categories “evolution” and “revolution” in 

cognition of social dynamics. The article shows the genesis of the stated categories, reveals reasons of high interest to their 

content in socio-philosophical literature. The author determines the extent of constructiveness of evolutionary and revolutionary 

types of social changes. The study based on comparative analysis of classical and modern theories of evolution and revolution. It 

suggests the solution of the issue of causes and motive powers of revolution. The article shows the specific character of 

revolutionary changes of social space in the 20th century. The author proves that the way of social system development that 

corresponds to progress imperative are reforms as objectivization of evolution idea.  

Bibliography – 6 titles. 

 



UDC 141.319.8 

Lisovskaya I.V. AXIOLOGICAL AND ANTHROPOLOGICAL TRANSFORMATION OF SOCIETY  

IN CONTEMPORARY GLOBAL PROCESSES 

 

Keywords: neo-liberal globalization, consumption, standardization, westernization, Americanization, informatization, 

economocentrism, massivization, commercialization. 

The article analyzes the modern processes of globalization and their impact on society, socio-cultural relations at the end of 

the 20th – in the beginning of the 21st century. The relevance of the study results in lack of attention to the many social and 

cultural aspects of global processes. The purpose of this article is to consider the impact of globalization on cultural and spiritual 

climate of contemporary society; explicate the transformation of the style and way of life, values and world landmarks of modern 

man. Scientific novelty lies in the fact that the study focuses on the axiological and anthropological transformations in society 

caused by the excessive consumption in the course of a liberal market model of development. Main provisions developed in the 

study can be used in training courses such as Social Philosophy, Sociology and Cultural Studies.  

Bibliography – 20 titles. 

 

 

 
UDC 27-32(438) 

Gorbovaya I.A. EXPANSIONIST NATURE OF THE MESSIANIC ROLE OF INTELLIGENTSIA  

(ON THE EXAMPLE OF POLISH MESSIANISM) 

 

Keywords: Polish messianism, Polish intelligentsia, Eastern Galicia, politics, Catholicism, national interests.    

The social role of intelligentsia is updated in a period of social changes. Intelligentsia is a kind of “conductor” between the 

generations of nation, it fulfills a social role, mission. This mission is to formulate, conserve and transmit from one generation to 

another the national spiritual and cultural values and traditions. At the end of the 19th – early 20th century Ukrainian-Polish 

political conflict concerning Eastern Galicia updated the messianic social role of the Poles to conserve national cultural values and 

traditions. However, the Polish authorities defended not only their own national idea, but also fulfilled an integrating and 

assimilative influence on the population of Eastern Galicia, using the Polish Youth Christian movement. Therefore, the aim of this 

article is to determine the nature of messianic role of the Polish intelligentsia, particularly in Eastern Galicia of the late 19th – 

early 20th century. In this article, the author attempted to identify the nature of messianic role of the Polish intelligentsia as 

expansionary in the eastern part of Galician territory at specified period. The results of our research can be used in social 

philosophy, sociology, history.  

Bibliography – 16 titles. 

 

 

 

UDC 303.446.23  

Ermolovich Yu.N. THE PRINCIPLES OF CONSTRUCTIVE CROSS-CULTURAL COMMUNICATION 

 

Keywords: cross-cultural communication, dialogue, culture of dialogue, worldview, ethics, values. 

 

The article deals with the problem of constructive cross-cultural communication, provides a definition of constructive and 

destructive cross-cultural communication. The author marks the subjects at public institutions, appealing in its activities to the 

dialogue. It is identified traits possessed by actors capable and incapable of constructive cross-cultural communication in 

interpersonal communication. The purpose of the article is to develop a model of constructive cross-cultural communication. This 

model is constructed using a systematic approach, it is marked the factors influencing the subjects of communication and leads to 

constructive or destructive dialogue. It is picked out two layers of these factors: base factor (world view, values, ethical principles) 

and secondary factor (ideologies, stereotypes, simulacra). The unity of purpose, the existence of a culture of dialogue and the 

coincidence of the basic factors are the guarantors of constructive communication. The principles are intended to become part of a 

universal ethics, following of which increase the constructive cross-cultural communication. These principles can be applied in the 

educational process in the preparation of professionals whose work is related to communication, as well as everyone in their life.  

Images – 1. Bibliography – 11 titles. 

 

 

 

 



Political Science 
UDC 32.001(470+571) 

Melnichuk I.N. MILITARY AND POLITICAL DOCTRINE OF MODERN RUSSIA: POLITICAL ANALYSES 

Keywords: doctrine, Russian Federation, security, strategy, former Soviet states. 

The author investigates the role and place of the former Soviet states in modern state documents of the Russian Federation 

and the main integration projects of the Russian Federation at the end of the century. In recent years, such major policy documents 

as the military doctrine of the Russian Federation, the concept of national security and foreign policy of Russia significantly 

upgraded in accordance with the emergence of new threats and challenges. However, all these documents generally imbued with 

nostalgia for the status of a powerful state and directed against the formation of a «unipolar» world. The author explores the 

evolution of the military-political strategies of modern Russia in the context of their impact on the global and regional security. In 

conclusion, the author emphasizes that Russia has many internal unresolved territorial issues, and therefore can itself become a 

victim of his own foreign policy in the former Soviet states and beyond. 

Bibliography – 14 titles. 

 

 

UDC 321.015+342.32/.33 

 

Kovalenok D.V. TO A QUESTION ABOUT THE PLACE OF THE CUSTOMS SERVICE IN THE STATE POWER 

 

Keywords: customs service, customs system, executive power, civil service, functional analysis. 

Modern customs service as a political institution occupies a central place in the system of the state and regulates the political, 

economic, legal, energy, information and other communications in the area of foreign economic activity, thereby ensuring the 

stability and predictability of the interactions between trading partners. In this regard, consideration of the customs service as a 

special public institution, formed under specific conditions. The paper attempts to define the role of customs as the executive 

authority, and law enforcement, controlling, service-oriented government body regulating the issues of foreign economic activity. 

The study is a synthesis educational in nature and can be used by experts in the field of customs in the scientific and applied 

research of the problem of institutionalization of the customs service.  

Images – 1. Bibliography – 30 titles. 

 

 
UDC 321:94(438).081 

 

Gоnсhаrоv N.N. GEOSTRATEGY OF THE РОLITIСАL ELITE OF РОLАND IN RESPECT OF ORTHODOXY  

IN THE INTERWAR PERIOD (1921–1939) 

 

Keywords: autocephalous church, assimilation, geopolitics, geostrategy, Catholicism, national liberation movement, politics, 

polonization, Orthodoxy, elite. 

The article discusses the relationship between religion and politics. It is analyzed the geostrategy of the Polish political elite 

of a twenty-year interwar period in respect of Orthodoxy. Geostrategy was primarily aimed at providing with national security and 

the suppression of any anti-statehood. In relation to Orthodoxy it is included two components: first, creating Polish Orthodox 

Church independent from Moscow Patriarchate, using its authority and organizational resources in the policy of assimilation of 

national minorities, undermining the spiritual foundations of the Belarusians, Ukrainians and Russians in the struggle against 

national liberation movement on “the eastern Kresy territories”; second, the polonization of the Ortodox Church, stick a catholic 

faith of orthodox believers. It is noted that the Polish authorities implemented the second strategic line much more successful. The 

material of the article can be used in the sphere of education and by historians and political scientists; it is of particular interest to 

anyone who studies the history of Belarus.  
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